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They might have been ursurped as the location where ultimate land speed
records are broken but the Bonneville Salt Flats remain the spiritual
and actual home of speed attempts, as the FIA’s Land Speed Records
Commission found out on a recent visit Photography by Erik Seo
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Crew chief Russell
Russ and mechanic
Mark McCaw check
Speed Demon over
between runs.

457.96 MPH

over one mile, the new
automotive engine-powered
speed record set by Speed
Demon on September 20, 2011
032

“It’s the first time I’ve seen smoke in the
cockpit,” George Poteet says matter-offactly, after bringing his 2200 bhp Speed
Demon streamliner to a premature halt
following an all-too-brief scorch down
the Bonneville Salt Flats – at close to 400
mph.
“I’ve been on fire before,” he adds,
still nonchalant. “But I’ve never seen
smoke in the cockpit. I guess it’s oil from
a turbo, or something… The salt was
great up until then, like glass. I put it in
third and it really liked it! I’ve no idea of
the speed, but it wasn’t fast enough and
it wasn’t as fast as it was gonna be…”
The incident is just another blip on
the radar for George, 61, stocky, greying,
a veteran of such things. Another of
Bonneville’s hurry up and wait lessons.
If legendary pilot Chuck Yeager ran here,
this would be him. “I’ve” comes out as
“ah’ve”, “oil” as “awl”. Poteet’s homilies
are delivered in a down-home drawl that
would do the iconic flier proud.
Speed Demon engineer Ken
Duttweiler listens to his friend’s
comments on their stricken machine,
and chuckles wryly at the man from
Tennessee. “We gotta retrain him from
the tractor and the long plough!”
“That was a good tune-up,” chips
in Mike Cook, whom the FIA’s Land
Speed Record Commission honoured
the previous evening in a Montego Bay
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Hotel finger-food gathering laid on by
Commission chairman Dennis Dean, an
ex-Navy captain who describes himself
as “a retired ship driver” but who
actually commanded the USS William
V Pratt during Desert Storm, and the
USS Chosin, a Ticonderoga-class guided
missile cruiser generally believed to be
the most powerful class of warships in
operation after aircraft carriers.
Cook is a prince of a man, steeped in
Bonneville history. His father Doug was
a great drag racer (‘rivals find Cookie
won’t crumble’ is but one headline in the
scrapbook Mike has brought along in a
pick-up that is white more because of its
coat of salt than its original paint job).
No mean racer himself, and the father of
Mike Cook Jnr, who drives a beautifully
prepared 252 mph contender in the
Highboy class, he’s the man behind the
FIA-sanctioned Mike Cook Shootout
that’s the subject of our visit.
We haven’t seen each other since the
JCB DIESELMAX programme in August
of 2006, having met the previous month
at Russ Wicks’ successful NASCAR
speed record run at Bonneville, but
his greeting is warm and full of the
friendship that is the hallmark of this
band of racers. They’re here not because
of the glamour, the reflected glory or the
chance of bumping into the occasional
A or D lister, but because they want to be
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“I’ve no idea of the
speed, but it wasn’t fast
enough, and it wasn’t
as fast as it’s gonna be.”
George Poteet,
Speed Demon
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Mechanics prepare
Charles Nearburg’s
Spirit of Rett
streamliner for
another run.
Nearburg boosted his
2007 A-II-10 class
record of 359.245
mph with an average
speed of 366.374 mph.
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here, to indulge their passion and follow
their dreams. Cook is a great dream
maker, frequently renting out fast cars
so that the uninitiated can make their
debuts on the salt. Supersonic record
holder Andy Green’s wife Emma – ‘Mrs
Bonneville’ – has never forgotten her
rookie ride here a few years back when
she pushed a Honda to within a few
mph of its class record, thanks to Cook.
Touchingly, Cook has arranged for
each of the attending Commission
members – Dean; vice president Swede
Bo Swaner; the author, representing the
UK’s MSA; legendary timer and recordbreaking sage Dave Petrali, whose
father Joe succeeded Art Pillsbury in the
role back in 1960; Jost Capito of Ford,
representing the US manufacturers;
Shinichiro Yoshigawa of Subaru,
representing the Asiatic manufacturers;
Pierre Caporal of the FIA; and
accompanying FIA Senate President Nick
Craw who is also President of ACCUS,
the US ASN, to be presented with
plaques commemorating the visit.
The Commissions’ trip to Bonneville
is Dean’s brainchild, but far from being
a jolly it has a serious purpose: to enable
those members who had not visited
previously to gain first-hand experience
of the atmosphere and the passion of
the racers. In the past the FIA has been
criticised – rightly – for delays in getting
record holders their speed certificates.
No case was less forgivable than that
of legend Don Vesco. By the time the
certificates for his career-topping wheeldriven record had finally been prepared,
he had succumbed to cancer.
Things have changed dramatically
since then, and the current Commission
takes a different view of such matters
and is in Utah to learn more and
to assure the racers that they are
appreciated. Events such as the
Southern California Timing Association
Speed Week, which was first staged
after lengthy negotiations with the BLM
back in 1949, or Cook’s FIA-sanctioned
Shootout, are their equivalent of the
Monaco Grand Prix or the Indianapolis
500. These are their Holy Grails.
Of course, the Commission’s remit
ranges far beyond Bonneville. Its role
is about making sure that nothing will
be left to chance when Andy Green
finally pushes Bloodhound SSC through
the 1000 mph barrier sometime after
2013. It is the keeper of the flame lit at
39.24 mph in 1898 by Count Gaston de
Chasseloup-Laubat. But it’s also as much
about protecting the integrity of less
esoteric records set all over the world
and at all sorts of class levels, as well as
fostering interest in this oft-underrated
branch of motor sport and making it as

easy as possible for contenders to have
their day in the sun.
It exists to examine and assess every
FIA-ratified record attempt, in all
categories, to issue precise guidelines
and then ensure that they were adhered
to before a record is approved or
rejected. Its role is thus to make sure
that competitors, and their relevant
ASN, play by the rules.
It is also there to provide strategic
direction for land speed record rules,
and in Bonneville one of the hottest
topics the racers want to discuss is the
one-hour turnaround time allowed
between FIA record runs; this starts
when the timing beam is cut on the
first run, and ends when it is cut as
the vehicle exits the measured mile or
kilometre on the return run.
Betty Burkland, widow of legendary
Bonneville figure Gene Burkland and
mother of Tom, who set the fastest-ever
piston-engined terminal speed mark of
450.225 mph with their Burkland Special
in September 2000 (the mark that Poteet
beat in the week of the Commission
visit), leads a strident chorus pleading
for a two-hour period. Terry Nish, whose
family-run Nish Streamliner, is another
400 mph contender, adds his voice.
It’s a subject the Commission has
discussed at great length in the past
and the case for an extension is
acknowledged to have been weakened
by the fact that the ThrustSSC and
JCB DIESELMAX teams, with arguably
more complex machines, were able
to complete safe turnarounds well
within 60 minutes. But the subject will
doubtless be discussed again in light
of the conversations and the evidence
gathered on site. And what a site it is.
The Bonneville Salt Flats are other
worldly. Imagine a place where you can
actually see the curvature of the earth.
Where you can double or treble every
estimate of distance you might make.
Where you can get sunburned up your
nose – or up the leg of your shorts –
because of the reflection of the sun’s
rays from the baking white surface. It’s a
place where life falls into very different
– and insignificant – perspective. Where
speed seekers such as Poteet and Ron
Main come to live out their dreams.
The salt flats were named for the
explorer Captain Benjamin Louis Eulalie
Bonneville, and stretch for 30,000
acres close to the Utah/Nevada border.
Today, they are a 110-mile drive west on
Interstate 80 from Salt Lake City airport,
but they were once infamous as the
place where the Donner-Reed migrant
party, seeking a shortcut to California
in 1846, suffered privations that forced
them to resort to cannibalism.
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The FIA-sanctioned Mike
Cook’s Bonneville Shootout in
September saw a variety of
records broken. George Poteet
(top left) landed a new record
for automotive enginepowered machines with Speed
Demon (middle right); Mike
Nish drove his Royal Purple
streamliner (middle left and
right) in pursuit of the FIA”s
Category A-II-9 record, while
Richard Assen (top right) set
a new FIM Class II, Type II
record of 261.240 mph.
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Land speed records
don’t just mean
turbofan-powered
machines such as
Andy Green’s
ThrustSSC, but
encompass a wide
array of power
types and vehicle
configurations.
During the LSR
Commission’s visit to
Mike Cook’s Land
Speed Shootout,
George Poteet
clocked the fastest
speed ever recorded
by an automotive
engine-powered
vehicle (457.964 mph
over a mile). Also
making record
attempts at the
event was the Nish
Motorsports Purple
Royal Streamliner
(pictured this page).
Run by Mike Nish and
his family, the current
Royal Purple car last
year broke the land
speed record for its
class with an average
speed of 285.305
mph over one mile.
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Promoter William Rishel was the first
man to appreciate the salt flats’ potential
while scouting a cycle race course from
New York to San Francisco in 1896, but
international fame came in the 1930s
through the efforts of Salt Lake City
endurance record setter Abner ‘Ab’
Jenkins and his Mormon Meteor.
Tales of the firmness of the surface
attracted Sir Malcolm Campbell, who
had been desperately frustrated in
March 1935 to find that significant
modifications to his Bluebird added
only four miles an hour to his 272 mph
record of 1933 because of the wheelspin
he encountered on the sands at Daytona
Beach. On September 3, in the same car,
he became the first man to top 300 mph
with a speed of 301.129 mph on the firm
salt, and a new era dawned.
He was succeeded later that decade
by fellow Britons Captain George Eyston
in his twin-engined, eight-wheeled
Thunderbolt and John Cobb in his
similarly twin-engined but four-wheeldrive Railton Special, as they duelled the
record closer to 400 mph.
Meanwhile Wendover, the closest
town, became famous during World
War Two for another reason: Out by the
airfield lies Atomic Hangar 1831 from
which Colonel Paul Tibbetts and the
393rd Bombardment Squadron of the
509th Composite Group prepared for
the historic Enola Gay mission to bomb
Hiroshima. The hangar remains, and
was used as a base by Donald Campbell’s
Bluebird CN7 campaign in 1960, and
later by Thrust2 in 1981, and the Honda
F1 effort and JCB DIESELMAX in 2006 to
earn a more benign place in history.
Until 1982, with the exception
of Campbell, who fatefully went to
Australia’s Lake Eyre after his crash
at Bonneville wrecked Bluebird in
1960, the salt flats became the choice
of all record seekers. In an explosive
outbreak of landbound jet warfare in the
mid-Sixties, Art Arfons, the ‘junkyard
genius of the jetset’ fought rival Craig
Breedlove; Green Monster versus Spirit
of America. Each broke the record
several times, as Breedlove became the
first man to average 400, 500, and 600
mph. But their successes were fraught
with the same sort of risk that killed
rivals Athol Graham, who crashed his
City of Salt Lake in 1960, and Glenn
Leasher, whose Infinity jetcar rolled and
exploded two years later.
At the end of his 526 mph record in
October 1964, Breedlove lost his braking
parachutes, burned out his wheel brakes
at 400 mph, sheared a telegraph pole
and nosedived into a brine lake. His
real-life drama placed him firmly ahead
of Clint Eastwood and Steve McQueen
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in the all-time cool stakes as he swam
ashore, climbed a bank and, while
terrified friends and crew rushed to
greet him, raised his arms aloft and
declared: “For my next trick… I’ll set
myself afire!”
Two years later, seeking to regain his
record from Breedlove, Arfons crashed
his Green Monster at more than 600
mph when a wheel bearing seized. He
was able to walk away after scattering
his car over miles of the salt.
“When I’m at Bonneville I can’t wait
to get away,” Arfons said. “But once I’m
away, I can’t wait to get back. Bonneville
is like a woman you keep quarrelling
with but can’t stay away from.”
In 1970, American Gary Gabelich
went faster still in Reaction Dynamics’
rocket-powered Blue Flame, ushering in
a new scientific era with 630.388 mph
in the most ecologically benign Land
Speed Record car of all time. But his
remarkable achievement marked the last
time that Bonneville yielded the outright
land speed record.
After struggling at the salt flats on
metal wheels in 1981, and being rained
out in 1982, Noble relocated to Black
Rock Desert. His 633.468 mph there in
1983 made the Nevadan playa desert the
new Mecca of speed.
Bonneville, however, remains the
ideal venue on which to challenge for
wheel-driven honours. Vesco took the
outright record with 458.440 mph in
his Turbinator on October 18, 2001,
while Rocky Robinson regained the
motorcycle land speed record at 376.363
mph at the Cook Shootout on September
25, 2010.
Russ Wicks’s 220 mph NASCAR
record and Andy Green’s 350 mph mark
with JCB DIESELMAX came in 2006.
“I wanted to run there,” said Green of
his achievement, “because until I had set
a record at Bonneville I didn’t feel like I
was a proper record breaker.”

“It was a long, miserable
ride to the hospital in
Salt Lake City but I was
happy that I was still
around to feel the pain.”
Motorcycle LSR Holder
Rocky Robinson

The FIA’s Land
Speed Record
Commission gets to
grips with the
agenda at its annual
meeting, this year
held for the first
time near the
Bonneville Salt
Flats where
members had the
opportunity to get
up and close and
personal with the
unique environment
and its legendary
ambience, including
Dave Petrali’s
timing truck (left).

This from the only man ever to have
travelled at supersonic speed on land
while establishing ThrustSSC’s 763.035
mph record back in 1997.
The salt usually floods in November,
and it takes until around June for it to
dry out. As the water evaporates, the
action of the wind creates a flat, hard
surface often perfect for racing.
This year the southern end of the
course is nowhere near as good as the
salt was when the author first visited in
1981 with Noble’s Thrust2 endeavour, or
again, twice, in 2006. Now it’s brown
and muddy, like it was in 1994.
It is one of the great environmental
scandals of our age. The extraction
of the valuable minerals from the
surface has left the crust of salt thin
and enfeebled. While potash mining
companies boast in prospectuses of
extracting more salt in 2009 than ever
before, the Bureau of Land Management
(which gave Noble a hard time on
environmental issues when he relocated
to Black Rock and which no longer
allows Bonneville racers to lay down
a black line for down-course sighting)
has been accused of sitting back and
counting the mining fees.
It’s been left up to the racers
themselves to organise a Save the Salt
campaign, where restorative brine is
washed back on to the flats annually, in
an effort to preserve their raceway and
one of the world’s great wonders.
But for all its muddy and wet external
appearance at the pit end, this year’s
course yields Poteet 395 mph by the
four-mile on that first aborted run, with
another mile left, after he starts from the
northern end. Later that day he beats his
own 436 mph best, albeit only one-way
before transmission problems intervene,
with an all-time high piston-engined run
through a mile at 442.854 mph. Then
he beats that with an incredible oneway 457.964 mph in the mile (exit speed

462.345 mph!), before more driveshaft
problems call a halt. The next day the
347 cu.in engine eats itself.
Meanwhile, historic racer Charles
Nearburg ups his 2007 A-II-10 class
record of 359.245 mph as he averages
366.374 mph through the mile in his
superb Spirit of Rett streamliner, named
after his son who succumbed to cancer.
Sunday morning’s Commission
meeting has little to do with such
matters, however, reflecting its broad
range of responsibilities. Over the
course of five hours myriad topics are
discussed, ranging from the safety
protocols being adopted by Noble’s
upcoming Bloodhound SSC programme
in relation to its handling of the high-test
hydrogen peroxide for its supplementary
rocket motor, through debate over
nuances in recent record attempts by
Volvo, an electric-powered BMW, a
Croatian kart and the precise definition
of a hybrid vehicle.
The visit is adjudged to have been
a significant success, both in public
relations and human bonding terms, and
those Commission members who are
salt rookies leave with a deeper insight
into the whole record breaking genre
and why it is so important that the FIA
provides a recognised and respected
structure capable of ratifying and
validating success globally when records
are broken.
Bonneville is a magical, spiritual and
oft-times dangerous place, which has
seen triu mphs and tragedies in equal
measure. It has yielded Robinson three
motorcycle records, but sent him pencilrolling his Top-1 Ack Attack machine
at just 80 mph the Monday of our visit.
He was badly beaten up, suffering a
damaged shoulder, but thankfully
Robinson was not more seriously
injured.
“It was a long, miserable ride to the
hospital in Salt Lake City,” he reported,
“but I was happy that I was still around
to feel the pain and as Burt Munro would
say, ‘I lived to tell the tale.’ I can live
with that.”
The camaraderie of the racing
community sees it through such
incidents. Like everyone else, Mike Cook
relies, at such times, on dry or black
humour to defuse tension, but the true
inner man peeked out as he watched
Poteet accelerating on that 395 mph run
and gave a quiet private commentary
of the run, just as he would have had
it been Mike Jnr wheeling his Highboy
down the long white highway.
“Ease it down, George, don’t push it,”
he counselled, sotto voce, as if reciting
a universal prayer for Bonneville racers.
“Ease it down, that’s it. Go buddy!”
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